Environment Legal Alert

Asset Based Lending: How to Manage
Environmental and Safety Risks
When real estate forms part of the security in an asset based lending (“ABL”)
transaction, environmental concerns will arise.
Broadly speaking, owners are liable for environmental risks. When a lender enforces
their security they open themselves up to environmental - and potentially criminal
- liability.
There are steps a lender can take to mitigate liability when enforcing their security.
These include obtaining conditions precedents, ensuring that any limitations on the
auditor’s liability are acceptable, requiring the original owner to remediate prior to
signing the loan document, obtaining an indemnity from the borrower and securing
sufficient insurance.
The attached Legal Alert expands on these issues, informs you of the potential risks and
the possible solutions.
Mayer Brown’s environment and ABL practice groups are well versed in advising on
lender liability risks and have developed key resources which could be made available to
lenders involved in ABL.
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